
Transform your home with the narrow frame and expansive viewing area 

of Simonton Asure® windows. They’re available in the most essential 

styles and colors and feature energy-efficient glass that can be tailored 

for optimal performance for where you live. Additionally, they’re 

designed to operate with ease and are virtually maintenance to enhance 

your home—and your life.

Asure® Collection
PREMIUM VINYL WINDOWS

Beautiful Views.  
Exceptional Value.

IMPRESSIVE INSIDE & OUT



SIMONTON.COM 
5020 Weston Parkway, Cary, NC 27513  |  1-800-SIMONTON (1-800-746-6686)

IMPRESSIVE INSIDE & OUT

VINYL COLORSSTYLES

GRILLE PATTERNS

WINDOW HARDWARE

GRILLE PROFILES

White Tan

Enjoy the view. 
Experience the comfort & convenience.

    AAMA® GOLD CERTIFIED  
The Asure® Collection has earned the 
AAMA Gold Label, signifying best-in-
class durability, weather resistance, 
and energy efficiency. Learn more at 
simonton.com/aama-gold.

    STRONG WARRANTY  
We stand behind the quality and 
craftsmanship of our windows, 
offering a strong warranty on vinyl, 
hardware and the insulating glass 
unit for added peace of mind. Learn 
more at simonton.com/warranty.

*Other Available Styles: Half-Round, Extended Half-Round, Extended Eyebrow

Colonial

White

Perimeter
Single or Double

Tan

Prairie
Single or Double

Diamond
Flat grilles only

Victorian
Flat grilles only

5/8" Flat 3/4" Contoured 1" Contoured 3/4" Contoured 
Brass

Visit simonton.com/asure to learn more about the Asure Collection.

1. STREAMLINED FRAME 
Narrow frame design provides a larger 
viewing area and more natural light. 

2. DURABLE DESIGN
Welded frame and sash provide 
increased strength and durability. 

3. FRESH AIR
Air Lok™ can be engaged to limit the 
amount a window can be opened for 
safer ventilation. Included rollformed 
screen frame with fiberglass mesh 
can be upgraded to a durable 
extruded screen frame.

6. LASTING BEAUTY
Premium vinyl is virtually maintenance-free 
and will not deteriorate over time.

4. EASY TO CLEAN
Tilt-in, lift-out sash allow you to 
easily clean both sides of the window 
from inside your home.

5. WEATHER BARRIER
The Lap-Lok® meeting rail overlaps 
and interlocks to guard against air and 
rain infiltration.

7. EFFICIENCY & COMFORT
Effective 3/4" insulating glass unit with 
ProSolar® Low-E glass, Argon gas, and the 
Intercept® spacer system.
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Double Hung Double Slider End Vent Slider Picture Speciality Shapes*

The information contained is current at the time of printing. Changes to the product(s) may have been made since publication. Not all 
product styles and options available in all areas. Please consult your sales representative prior to purchasing. Due to limitations in the 
printing process, actual colors may vary from printed materials. Please see a sample of the product before making your final color selection. 
Simonton®, ProSolar®, Lap-Lok® and Asure® are registered trademarks and Air Lok™, the Simonton logo and the stylized “S” are 
trademarks of Simonton Windows & Doors, Inc. Intercept® is a registered trademark owned by Vitro. ENERGY STAR® is a registered 
trademark of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 
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